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Lucy Reed Hazelton was a poet, editor, playwright, commercial and fine artist, she was born in Webster Groves. She was raised in Kirkwood, Missouri. She worked in sales, and was an advertising and public relations executive for national newspapers and businesses in St. Louis. Winner of many prizes, attendee at numerous writers' conferences in the USA and Europe, Hazelton's own poetry appears in two chapbooks Three Circles and the Princess; and Eros/Agape and in small literary magazines throughout the country. Her essays and letters of opinion appeared regularly in St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Webster-Kirkwood Times, and The Riverfront Times. Hazelton is listed in Who's Who of American Women and in Who's Who in the Midwest. In 1998, she founded the Florence Armstrong Trust Award for Service to Poetry.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

The Lucy Reed Hazelton papers documents her career as a poet, writer, commercial and fine artist. The collection includes award, booklets, correspondence newsclippings, poems written by Lucy Reed Hazelton.

The collection also includes and oral history interview with Ms. Hazelton, on two audio cassettes with transcript.
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BOX 1 (040005)

1. Award,
2. Booklets, 1946-1997
3. Correspondence, 1957-1999
5. Newsclippings, 1994
7. Newsclippings, 1997
9. Newsclippings, N.D.
11. Poems by Lucy Reed Hazelton, 1940's
12. Poems by Lucy Reed Hazelton, 1950's
13. Poems by Lucy Reed Hazelton, 1960's
14. Poems by Lucy Reed Hazelton, 1970's
15. Poems by Lucy Reed Hazelton, 1980's
16. Poems by Lucy Reed Hazelton, 1990's
17. Plays by Lucy Reed Hazelton, 1960-1999
18. Oral History of Lucy Reed Hazelton and Transcription, January 31, 2000
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